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atch

Search-Match?
Upgrade to the
state-of-the-art

The makers of Crystallographica

are proud to announce the launch

of Crystallographica Search-Match,

an all-new search-match program

for Windows 95/98/NT.

• Works with all versions of the

Powder Diffraction File including

the new cPDF

• Search using full powder

diffraction pattern and/or peak list

• Automatic residual search for

multi-phase identification

• Unique integrated Boolean card

retrieval and display

• Single / multi-phase full pattern

powder simulations

• Reads common file formats

• Built-in tools include peak

finding and background / k-a2

stripping

• Report writing directly to

Microsoft Word

• Full 32-bit technology delivering

unrivalled speed and power

Visit our new web site for details
or contact us for a free demo CDI

o
OxfordCryosystems

www.crystallographica.co.uk

3 Blenheim Office Park, Lower Road' Long Hanborough

Oxford • 0X8 8LN • UK

Tel: +44 (0)1993 883488 Fax: +44 (0)1993 883988

E.mail: info@OxfordCryosystems.co.uk
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I
X'Celerator redefines
X-ray diffraction
recording speed

The sea eagle spots its prey
from far above the water's
surface - compensating for
the diffraction of light in
water — dives with
breathtaking pace and
catches it with amazing
accuracy. A solution
demanding both speed and
resolution.

The X'Celerator, based on
RTMS (Real Time Multiple
Strip) detection technology,
brings the same benefits in
X-ray powder diffractometry.
It's up to one hundred times
faster than a traditional
detection system - without
any compromise on data
quality or ease of use.

Why wait for hours of data
collection while you could
have your results in only a
few minutes?

For more information:
Philips Analytical
Lelyweg 1,
7602 EA Almelo,
The Netherlands
Tel. : +31 (546) 534444
Fax : +31 (546) 534592

www.analytical.pliilips.com
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I I in 12 seconds..!

Advanced features of the D/MAX-RAPID include:
1 Fast phase identification

Polymer and fiber diffraction

Texture and orientation

Percent crystallinity

Crystallite size

Microdiffraction

Selected-area diffraction

(Diffraction-function mapping)

A4

• Stress

• Forensics

• Inclusions

• High-pressure diamond

anvil studies

• Single crystal diffraction

(with optional single crystal

software/hardware package)

High-sensitivity

High-resolution

Curved Image Plate

Microdiffraction System

Rigaku/MSC presents another technological
breakthrough with the D/MAX-RAPID
microdiffraction system. The D/MAX-RAPID's
curved image plate technology offers higher
sensitivity, higher resolution, higher speed
and larger area mapping compared to
traditional multiwire and CCD technology.

In reflection mode, a 0-160° 20 scan
obtained with an average azimuthal angle
of 30° can be collected in 12 seconds
with an optional ultraX rotating anode.
The D/MAX-RAPID covers large areas of
the Debye cones with its 465mm by 256mm
image plate.

The system can be used with Cu, Mo, Cr,
or Co X-ray sources and can be configured
with either sealed tube X-ray generators or
with the Rigaku ultraX 18kW rotating anode
generator. With a high-dynamic range of
1 x106, the D/MAX-RAPID overcomes the
limitations of other 2-D detectors.

MSC
9009 New Trails Drive

The Woodlands, Texas 77381 USA
Tel: (281) 363-1033
Fax: (281)364-3628
E-mail: info@rigaku.com
www.rigaku.com
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Diffraction
Max-Flux® Optic Retrofit

Improve Your Existing Diffractometer

• Higher flux

• Easy alignment

• Suppressed Kp

• Lower background

• Lower beam divergence

• Monochromatizes the beam

• Measure irregular shaped samples

- Reduce sample displacement errors

Some Applications Using
Max-Flux® Optics

Thin Film Analysis, Stress Analysis and Reflcctometry

- Osmic Max-Flux Optic

I Divergence
Slit

Parallel - Plate
CoMimator

Collimating Multilayer Optic

Focusing optics also available

Model (PS60)

The Max-Flux® solution retrofits to any commercial X-ray
diffractometer (Phillips, Bruker, Scintag, Rigaku, etc.)

Available for Cu, Cr, Co, Mo, Ti, and W-Lp radiation

Applications:

High Resolution X-ray • Stress/Strain
Diffraction Measurement

Thin Film Analysis

Reflectometry

• Texture Analysis

• Phase Analysis

MOsmic
a K i g u K U company

www.osmic.com
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1941-SixtyYears-2001
Serving the Scientific Community

RELEASE 2OO1
OF THE

POWDER DIFFRACTION
TM

i Powder Diffraction File™

FEATURING

• Over 87,500 experimental patterns

• 2,500 new experimental patterns added for Release 2001

• Over 49,000 patterns calculated from the ICSD database

• 2,821 new calculated patterns added for Release 2001

• Interplanar (d) spacings, relative intensities (Int), and Miller indices

• Chemical formula, compound name, mineral
name, structural formula, crystal system,
physical data, experimental parameters, and
references when available

• Quality mark for each experimental
pattern for estimate of reliability

•> Entries indexed for subfile searches

• Dedication to detail and scientific purpose

• Four-tiered editorial process

•> Highest standards for accuracy and quality

pricing

PDF*

Visit us at www.icdd.com t. QUALITY ASSURED COM PANT

Phone: 610.325.9814 • Sales: 610.325.9810 • Fax: 610.325.9823 • info@icdd.com

ICDD. the ICDD logo, and PDF are registered trademarks of the JCPDS—International Centre for Diffraction Data.
Powder Diffraction File is a trademark of the JCPDS—International Centre for Diffraction Data.
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Enhance instrument PERFORMANCE with X-ray
collimating lenses for parallel beam powder diffraction

from X-RAY OPTICAL SYSTEMS.
x-ray collimator
(10x10 mm2 output beam)
©XOS 1996

Parallel Beam Geometry
Outstanding Performance in Stress and Texture Applications

Elimination of all defocusing errors

Large beam size

Intensity gain up to 40 X

2-D collimated quasi parallel beam

Constant peak profile and width
over whole 2 0 range

No sample preparation needed

Improved particle statistics

Improved counting statistics

Increased orientation statistics

Ideally suited for industrial applications
and full pattern analysis

Also available, X-ray focusing lenses for Micro X-Ray Fluorescence.
Call J.Phillip Bly, Sales and Application Engineer today.

"== ^ = •=•=•==• 30 Corporate Circle • Albany, NY 12203
S = = = = = = =• Phone: 518.464.3334 • Fax: 518.464.3335
2£, -=••=• = ^ = = www.xos.com • email: info@xos.com
£ OPTICAL SYSTEMS INC.

TIME

MPD Multi-Purpose X-ray
Diffractometer

Versatile diffractometers designed to take advantage of the rapid,

real time data collection our patented CPS X-ray detectors offer.

*No scanning feature - acquire up to 120° 20 simultaneously

-Unique capillary devices for analysis of air sensitive materials

-Identify materials even if only micro amounts are available

-Parallel beam with Ge monochromator or Max-Flux®* mirror optics

*Max-Flux is a registered trademark of Osmic, Inc

for information on our complete product line please contact us

inel - Z.A - CD 405 - 45410 ARTENAY (FRANCE)
Tel. (33) 0 2 38 80 45 45 Fax. (33) 0 2 38 80 08 14

E.MAIL: inel@valcofim.fr-INTERNET:http://www.valcofim.fr/inel

inel Inc. P.O. Box 147, STRATHAM, NH 03885 (USA)
TEL. (603) 778-9161 FAX. (603) 778-9171

E-MAIL: inelinc@aol.com
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M^ANALYTICAL
A SHIMADZU GROUP COMPANY

X-RAY DIFFRACTION
FOR SOLID STATE

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Kratos/ShimadzuXRu-6000

PHASE ANALYSIS
65/45 MIX OF ALPHA & DELTA
POLYMORPHS OF MANNITOL

NON-AMBIENT STUDY
ASRRIN OVER A TEMPERATURE
RANGE OF 40°C -180°C STEPS

FULL PATTERN HALL METHOD
SHOWING VARIATION OF

CRYSTAL SIZE

X-Ray Diffraction is a unique analytical tool for solid
state pharmaceutical products to unambiguously
characterize their solid state nature. Many parameters
required by the FDA, legal patent issues and drug
performance are only accessible by utilizing X-Ray
Diffraction.

X-Ray Diffraction is a direct result of crystal structures
being present in the pharmaceutical under study. As
such, the parameters typically associated with crystal
structure can be simply assessed. For example, once
an active drug has been isolated, an indexed X-Ray
powder diffraction pattern is required to secure a
patent and protect a company's investment.
Additionally, analysis of the drug under most
environmental conditions reveals the formation of
any polymorphs which could adversely effect the
drug's performance and toxicity.

With the introduction of new systems specifically
designed for the pharmaceutical industry, Kratos and
Shimadzu have made X-Ray Diffraction cost effective
and easy to use.

PERCENT CRYSTALLINITY
CALCULATED BY TOTAL

PATTERN FITTING

XRD-6000 Designed for

Pharmaceutical Research

• Polymorph Screening

• Percentage Crystallinity

• Morphology

• Crystal Structure Analysis

• Excipient Quantification

• Non-Ambient & Humidity Variation

Call Today to Request Your Copy of
X-Ray Diffraction for

Solid State Pharmaceutical Products
©2001 Kratos Analytical

Write Today for More Information:

Kratos Analytical, Inc.

Phone: (845)426-6700

E-Mail: info@kratos.com

Internet: http://www.kratos.com
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Diffraction Technology
Your no.1 source for upgrading X-ray Diffractometers

OPTICS,

We can restore your older diffractometer to
a functionality equal to a new instrument.

With 20 years of experience and over 200 installations in
use world-wide, we offer:

Automation Microprocessors
Stepping motor adaptions
Detectors
Monochroma tors

p X-ray Optics
Sample Stages
Texture circles
High Temperature Stages

CM

to f i t any powder diffractometer ever made.

Plus modern software to drive the diffractometer,
collect data & process the data with access to ICDD^
databases, search/match, quantitation, crystallographic
functions ^ .

Diffraction Technology
3/38 Essington Street Mitchell

A.C.T - Australia 2911
Ph: 6242 8233/Fax: 6242 8266

e-mail: difftech@difftech.com.au
Website: www.difftech.com.au
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Scientific Comm

Minerals introduces

PDF-4/Minerals 2001
Featuring
• Over 14,000 entries
T A powerful user interface that integrates all of the

functionality of PCPDFWIN
• Boolean search capability
T "On-the-fly" calculation
• Display of fully digitized patterns derived from ICSD entries
T CIF output of fully digitized patterns

T Query results sorted by column headings
T Multiple tab forms to facilitate organization of query results
T 13,400 entries with ambient/blank experiment condition flags

• 12,600 entries with density information

• 6,600 l/lc entries
• 3,100 entries with mineral classification codes
T 530 distinct mineral classes
T 1,900 entries with optical property references
T 1,700 representative structure codes

Visit us at www.icdd.com

Phone: 610.325.9814 T Sales: 610.325.9810 r Fax: 610325 9823 • info@icdd.com

ICDD, the ICDD logo, and PDF are registered trademarks of the JCPDS—International Centre for Diffraction Data.
PCPDFWIN is a trademark of the JCPDS—International Centre for Diffraction Data.
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IN POWDER DIFFRACTION

IMAGING PLATE
GUINIER CAMERA 670
featuring the Low Temperature Device 670 4 Temperature range 300 K 8 K

FAST, FLEXIBLE & FREE OF Ka,

X-RAY DIFFRACTION EQUIPMENT
HUBER Diffraktionstechmk GmbH Tel +49 (0) 80 51 68 78 0
Sommerstrasse 4 Fax +49(0)80 51 68 78 10
D 83253 Rimsting e Mail info@xhuber com
Germany URL www xhuber com
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The Most Important Materials In XRF
Spectroscopy...Next To Your Samples

For accurate and uniform analytical results, you need reliable and consistent
sample preparation. SPEX CertiPrep has been supplying XRF spectroscopists
with quality sample preparation and handling products for over forty years.

Whether you press powders in dies or fuse them into glass discs, or if you
use sample cells to run liquids, powders, pastes, or other materials, we have
the supplies and equipment to get the job done. We can help you choose
the proper binder, grinding aid, or borate flux for your particular sample.
SPEX CertiPrep also provides the most complete line of mills, presses, dies,
and fusion fluxers.

Our commitment to Total Customer Satisfaction means- "Serving our
customers promptly and courteously, with unsurpassed technical and

applications support, and top quality, reliable SPEX CertiPrep products"
Call, FAX, or e-mail for your copy of our catalog, The Handbook of Sample
Preparation and Handling. 1 800 LAB-SPEX

CertiPrep
203 Norcross Avenue • Metuchen, NJ 08840 USA • 732-549-7144

Fax 732-603-9647 • SamplePrep@spexcsp.com • http//www spexcsp.com
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MKJiiNMI

Driven to perform?
Come to us. We'll put the metal to the metal,

your production schedule is short, you want to get
right th& first time You can eliminate a major

when you entrust your custom beryllium fabrication,
and coating to us We'll help you shine.

's what we can do for you

Depend on us as the only fully integrated source for beryllium sheet
and foil products All critical operations are performed m-house for
seamless excellence

j ; We're your partner in joining and coating metals When your
project involves joining a metal toametaf.you can count on us

• Come to us for all your UHV beryllium product needs
x-ray windows, chambers, beam ptpesand more

• Rely on our expert engineering We Itke challenges Taking your
design concept into reality would beourpleasure

Count on us for your tough jobs Keep in mind thatwe're the only
fully integrated source for beryllium products forttie analytical,

;. medical, and scientific industries Chateau© u§ vwtti your "cutting
«dge"requirements WelookforwardtoheaTOpfromyou.

. % TEL:510-623-1500 • FAX 510-623-7600
E-Mail Electrofusion@BrushWellman com

44036 South Grimmer Boulevard • Fremont, California 96538 • USA

ADMV6
ADM is one of the most common modular software packages for powder diffraction.
The completeiy new designed 32bit base module wfth more, new and unique features

Is available now!

Single; Scab Processing
• Measuring curve and|esult table are

shown side by side afd simuftaneously
• Multiple methods for ĵ saet determination

of peak position and Intensities.;
• Effective and user friimrJy correction tools

for background, pe^'jpositton J M
intensities

• Instant recalculation with simultaneous;,
graphical antdtextural feedback if one U
the parameter ts changed.

Multi Scan Processing
• 2D graphs
• 3D graphs

New anp Unique
20/1 sections through an' arbitrary number of
scans ib analyze the

x thermodynamics of cliemical reactions
; j^id phase transitions, '
; * kinetics of transformation processes.

\ ?' Variation of certain sample properties.
Conversions

* Kot?-stripping,
• ADS/FO3 conversktfi,
v Combined mtensitees/diiTractograms from

an arbitrary number of scans,
• Subtraction diffractograms.

a.wassermann
rontgenanalytik • meftsysteme • software

P O ^ 3 1 , D-87416 Kempten, Germany, Tel +49831 79515, FAX +49 831 79930 EmaB infoORMSKempten de. www RMSKempten cfe
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bedepic

working in partnership with you

to deliver so ution
powder diffraction

JkW ^cded fube ^0 3mnt x 5 Otnjnj

he Natural History Museum, London, UK,

have been evaluating the Microsource®

X-ray generator for micro diffraction -

the ability to examine small powder samples

and small regions within a larger sample.

^ ^ W w ^ w W y

Bede pic comprises:

bede scientific instruments ltd
microsource division
bede scientific incorporated
retlex sro

Bright collimated source
for demanding applications
in powder diffraction.

Examples include:-

» microdiffraction
• sample mapping
• mineralogy
| corrosion science
• forensic science
"high temperatures
n» high pressures
> real time monitoring
•x/our exoerSment

Zinc Oxide powder standard was examined

in reflection geometry using both the ,

Microsource® running at 80W, and a*

standard sealed tube running at 2kW

The Microsource® beam was directed

through a 50(im pinhole, giving a beam o f |

cross-section of only 0 002mm' The 2kW

sealed tube X-ray output was collimated

by slits 0 3x5mm giving a beam cross|

section of 1 5mm2

As can be seen in the above graph,

comparing the intensities and irradiated

areas

ûrce® is over 1000 times brighter T h e M i c r o s o u r c e ® is a v a i l a b l e
than the sealed tube source. g $ a n u p g r a c | e t o existing

I d iffracto meters.
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